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BACKGR.OUND

Prior to the beginning of this study in 1992, hundreds of turkey vultures had been

documented each fall at the southern tip of Vancouver Island. British Columbia.

Published accounts of where these migrants went when finally leaving the island in

late September and early October were, for the most pirt, non-existent. Upon

exhaustive research through old American Birds, various Audubon newsletters and

publications, plus some ol the published British Columbia records, I could find no

documented records of the vultures crossing the Strait of Juan de Fuca or of

numbers of vultures migrating throu€ih the San Juan lslands, i.e.' island-hopping.

People speculated, to be sure. and some of the best early information was through

personal correspondence extracted from various sources.

Upon receiving a grant from the Hawk Mieration Association of North America in

1992 to begin work on a study to find the route(s) ol this large congregation of New

tlorld vultures, we began field work both in Canada and in Washington state

(Clympic peninsula and San Juan Islands). We learned that it was much easier and

far less expensive to find out what was happening by watching from the Washington

side of the Strait ol Juan de Fuca.

ln 1992, we intercepted one large group of 206 turkey vultures coming in off the

strait (two-thirds ol our research time was spent in Canada the first year). During



1993 and 1994, we tried different sites on the north Oiympic peninsula coast within

a few miles of each other, finally settling on the present site at the Salt Creek

Campground. Large flights were censused on several days both years: in 1993 the

largest groups were composed of 291, 296, aod 226 birds for a seasonrs total of

1003; in 1994 the largest groups totalled 417 and 522 turkey vultures for a seasonrs

total of 1029. \thile the birds do come in smaller grouos at t.imes, grouos of ca.

200+ seem to be most common.

I995 R.ESULTS

I'he official count period in 1995 rvas from 19 Seotember - 7 October with one

observer for the first four days and two observers thereafter. For the first lour

days, the weather was near perfect, but no vultures were seen from the count site

nor any reported for these dates at a later time from other areas. I he weather

began to worsen on the afternoon of the 24th with rain beginning soon after. It

was not until the 28th that the first sizable vulture group was seen; a total of 127

birds, not large by past totals.

Rain was off and on almost every day between the 29 September and 3 October with

few raptors of any kind seen. On 4 October it was as if someone had pulled out

the stopper: 5ll turkey vultures crossed the strait between ll35 and 1450, with the

largest group composed of 343 birds. Six other species of raptors - a total of 42

birds - also crossed.

Very small groups oi vultures and other raptors passed on the following three days.

lle are convinced that there was at least one large flight at a later date (after we



left) due to a sprinkling of reports on the Internet and throughout the local bird

hotline. Subsequent letters to me also indicate a substantial flight after 7 October.

A research trip to Victoria, B.C. was extremely successful. Dr. Wayne Campbell has

one of the largest collections of avian literature to be found outside a science

library. Much oJ the B.C. fuiuseum of Natural History literature is archived here.

In two days I was able to research historic siShtings records' nest records, Canadian

American Birds records not published. personal iournals of many well-known Canadian

naturalists, and much more. Dr. Campbell kindly shared some vulture slides and

extended an invitation to use the library at a Juture aate, it needed.

AN AL YSIS

We are realizing, by bits and pieces, our goal of finding the route(s) that these

interesting birds take. Ihe Canadians have been a Sreat help in sharing their watch

data with us; Iuckily, a couple of them are vulture aficionados. Each year, we find

that their dates and times coincide with ours just a bit more (they generally only

watch on weekends, howeverl a big drawback). Other observers across Vancouver

Island also send in sightings that will allow us, in the long run, to find out where

the birds start congreBating, possibie nest and/or roost sites. how .far north the

vultures go, and a variety ol other data, including many anecdotes on behavior.

The project has an educational advantage, also. Salt Creek Park is a prominent

marine sanctuary and many people visit. Our site is at one of the main points

leading to the tidepools so many people stop to ask about the study and we are able



to tell them a variety of things that, hopefully, will make them more aware of our

only western vulture and its interesting migration.

FUTURE GOALS

We will continue the study as long as there is some funding. We would ultimately

like to be able to fund two extra observers to be situated along the coastline, even

if for only a week to ten days to see what, i{ any, migrants we may be missing.

Perhaps adjusting watch dates a bit later might be more productivel however,

weather seems to be a primary factor and quite changeable.

Salt Creek Park has {our detailed reader-boards telline about the marine sanctuary,

plants and fish found there, etc, The signs on the board are old and often difficult

to read. We would like to be able to update and weatherproof these detailed signs

and inciude the turkey vulture migration information. Another educational project

for funding.

As a writer, my goal is to disseminate as much information as possible about these

interesting raptors. So far, I nave published one popular article in Beautiful British

Columbia. An article in Birder's World about the Olympic coast and including the

vulture study will be out this fall. Irve also written for local nevsletters,

newspapers! etc. - all unpaid. Continuation of the study means more viable

information to present to readers and, eventually. to present at a scientific

symposium or conference.

I am also building a slide file on vultures and have received several contributions

over the past several months. Eventually, this will allow me to present a slide

illustrated program when groups ask.



Funding by the Hawk Migration Association of North America and the Northwest

Ecological Research Institute has been instrumental to this independent projectrs

success. My assistantr Ann van der Geid, and I very much appreciate the support
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